
 
 

2022-2023 Uniform Policy 

 

Toddler and Casa Program Dress Code: 

Uniforms are not required for students in the Toddler and Casa programs, with the exception of a 

MBTS Virtues t-shirt for Casa field trips, and a performance uniform for Casa Kindergarten students to 

wear during school performances and the end-of-year Kindergarten graduation. Please refer to the 

section on the Performance Uniform. 

 

Toddler and Casa students should bring a hat and rain jacket daily and be appropriately dressed for 

specific activities that are a part of the school curriculum (such as PE). Specific guidelines for PE 

follow later in this document. Additionally, parents should ensure that their child is wearing close-toed 

shoes at all times.  For younger students, close-toed shoes with Velcro fasteners may be best initially 

as they are easier to manage. 

 

Elementary Daily Uniform: 

The daily uniform is mandatory for students in our Elementary Programs.   

 

The approved daily uniform for Elementary students is as follows: 

• white or light blue MBTS polo shirts with the current MBTS logo (see note below on logos; please 

also note that only light blue polos will be worn when the performance uniform is needed, 

such as school performances or field trips) 

• khaki bottoms, which can be pants/trousers, shorts, skirts or “skorts” (jeans, leggings, and/or 

sweatpants are only permitted on Dress-Down Days) 

• white socks (tights, patterned or colored socks are not allowed, and are only permitted during 

Dress-Down Days) 

• sneakers/trainers can be worn daily with the exception of days when the performance uniform 

needs to be worn, such as school performances; in such instances, students will need to wear 

black school shoes. 

Please note that only polo shirts with the current MBTS logo will be accepted: 

 

v  
 

✓ ACCEPTED: CURRENT MBTS LOGO 

 

 

   
 

 x NO LONGER ACCEPTED: OLD MBTS LOGO 
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All polo shirts with the MBTS logo must be purchased through MBTS’s Lands’ Ends site. Shirts with 

embroidered logos from other suppliers will not be accepted. 

 

Only khaki bottoms will be accepted; navy bottoms will no longer be an option. Again, khaki 

bottoms can be pants/trousers, shorts, skirts or “skorts,” and can be purchased from any supplier 

(e.g., Lands’ End, the Gap, etc.). However, khaki bottoms must be plain and may not have any 

patterns or other colors. Leggings, jeans and/or sweatpants are only permitted on Dress Down Days. 

 

The approved uniform for Physical Education (PE) is the MBTS Virtues T-Shirt and plain, navy-blue 

athletic shorts or pants/leggings. These athletic bottoms must be plain with no logos or printed 

patterns and can be ordered from Lands’ End or an alternative supplier or store. The MBTS Virtues T-

shirts can be purchased in the school office.   

 

If your child is found to be non-compliant with the uniform dress code, the following policy will be 

enforced:   

 

- First instance of non-compliance: Your child’s teacher will verbally remind you and your child 

of the dress code and what needs to be corrected. 

- Second instance of non-compliance: Administration and your child’s teacher will provide a 

verbal and written reminder. 

- Third instance of non-compliance: Parent will be called and must bring in the appropriate item 

required for the child to be in compliance with the MBTS uniform dress-code. Alternately, the 

parent may arrange for another individual to bring in the item. If Montessori By The Sea has the 

item required, the parent may opt to be invoiced for this item. 

Other Requirements 

All students enrolled in the school must bring a hat daily. A rain jacket must also be available at the 

school at all times. 

 

The daily uniform should be worn every day by all Elementary students except on the Monthly Dress-

Down Day, which is typically the last Friday of every month. Guidelines for Dress-Down Day are 

provided on the following pages. Each student brings in a minimum donation amount of $2 to 

participate in the Dress-Down Day. The funds raised are donated to selected charities. Other 

exceptions include PE days, Performances, Community Events and Field Trips, these guidelines also 

follow. 

 

Montessori By The Sea Uniform/Dress Code for Specific Activities 

 

Performance Uniform: 

 

Every child enrolled in the school beginning at Casa Year 3 (Kindergarten) through Elementary 

participates in various performances and represents the school in various events throughout the 

school year. In such instances, the students will be required to wear their Performance Uniform, which 

is comprised of the following: 

 

• light blue MBTS polo shirt with the current MBTS logo (white polos are not accepted for the 

Performance Uniform)  

• khaki bottoms, which can be pants/trousers, shorts, skirts or “skorts”  

• white socks and black school shoes 

https://www.landsend.com/co/account/school-uniforms?selectedSchoolNum=900138694
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The Performance Uniform should be clean and in excellent condition for performances. 

 

For some performances, students may be asked to dress in a specific costume. 

 

Other Expectations for the Performance Uniform: 

• Hair should be neatly groomed; students with long hair should wear their hair pulled back off 

the face. 

• Shirts should be tucked into bottoms.  

• Black shoes should be clean and polished if necessary   

• A black belt can be worn, if necessary 

Should your child be non-compliant with the Performance Uniform policy, parents will be called and 

asked to bring in the item(s) necessary for your child to meet the dress code. If the school has the 

item necessary, the parent may opt to be invoiced for the item. If this is not possible, the child will not 

be allowed to participate in the performance. 

 

Physical Education:  

PE uniforms should only be worn on the day(s) that your child has PE or athletic activities and should 

be wearing appropriate footwear (athletic sneakers/trainers, with socks; NO Crocs, flip flops, wedges 

high heels or school shoes).  A hat and water bottle are mandatory for students on PE days. 

 

During PE days, Toddler and Casa students should wear comfortable clothing. 

 

During PE days, Elementary students should wear an MBTS Virtues T-Shirt along with plain, dark blue 

athletic shorts or pants/leggings. These athletic bottoms must be plain with no logos or printed 

patterns and can be ordered from Lands’ End or an alternative supplier or store. The MBTS Virtues t-

shirts can be purchased from the school office. 

 

Parents are expected to be responsible for reminding their Lower Elementary students and assisting 

Casa students in selecting appropriate attire.  Upper Elementary students are expected to remember 

their Specialty schedule.   

 

PE is a mandatory part of our curriculum; children are expected to participate in all lessons unless we 

receive instructions from his or her pediatrician or other health care professional. 

 

If your child is found to be non-compliant with our PE dress code, the following policy will be 

enforced:   

 

- First Instance:  A note will be sent home with your child. Your child will be allowed limited 

participation at the discretion of the instructor (for safety purposes). 

- Second Instance:  Your child will not be allowed to participate in the lesson.  

- Third Instance:  Parents will be contacted and must bring in proper PE attire before the lesson 

or child will not be allowed to participate. 

- Fourth and further instances: Your child will be required to make-up lessons missed and this 

may incur additional costs to you. 
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Field Trips:   

Uniform dress codes are dependent on the type of the field trip. Elementary students may be required 

to wear their Daily, Performance or PE Uniform, depending on the nature of the trip. Please make sure 

to read the information shared by the school about the field trip to determine which uniform to wear. 

Please see below for examples of trips that will require specific uniforms: 

 

• Outdoor, nature-oriented field trips - Students should be dressed in the appropriate uniform 

(Daily or PE) and sneakers, unless specialized attire is required (e.g., swimwear, rash guards for 

water-oriented trips).  Each student must also have a hat. 

• Field trips to indoor venues – The Performance Uniform is most often appropriate for indoor 

venues, although there may be times when the Daily Uniform is also worn to indoor spaces. 

Students are required to bring whatever is expected of them as directed by their teachers/field trip 

leaders. Details are provided in letters/emails sent home. 

 

If your child is non-compliant with the Field Trip dress code, the following policy will be enforced: 

Parents will be called to bring in item(s) necessary for the child to be compliant. If the parent cannot 

arrive before the child is scheduled to leave, if the school has the item that is necessary then the 

parent can opt to be invoiced so that the child can participate in the field trip. The child will remain 

at school if the appropriate uniform item cannot be procured in time.   

 

Community Service Events: 

At the Upper Elementary level, the students are encouraged to participate in community events 

(e.g., MBTS Kids C.A.R.E.) that occur off school property. When your child is scheduled to participate, 

daily uniform is appropriate unless there is another uniform that is required. 

 

Should a Dress-Down Day fall on a day that your child is scheduled to participate, please ensure that 

he/she also brings a uniform to participate in the Community Service program.  Children who are in 

not in compliance with the community service dress code will not be allowed to participate that day. 

 

Elementary Dress-Down Day: 

Dress-Down Day is scheduled once per month at the Elementary levels. The cost is a minimum 

donation amount of $2 per student to participate. Should the child have PE or Community Service 

events on this day, the appropriate clothing should be brought to school to be changed into for use 

during that specific time period. 

 

In addition to the monthly Dress-Down Days, students will also have the opportunity to participate in 

other Dress-Down Days organized by students or other community organizations, with the donations 

for these days going specifically to them.  

 

There are also free Dress-Down Days for special occasions/holidays and at the end of term before a 

break.  For example, if any of the holidays listed below fall on a school day, the following attire is 

acceptable: 

 

• Valentine’s Day:  Students may wear red and/or pink. 

• St. Patrick’s Day:  Students may wear green. 

• Halloween:  Casa and Lower Elementary students may wear a costume, bringing in an 

appropriate change of clothes.  Upper Elementary students may wear orange and/or black. 
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Dress code for Dress-Down Days: Midriffs must be covered, no violent or offensive images or 

derogatory language.  Flip flops and Crocs are allowed, but the child must manage them 

appropriately during class time or they will be asked not to wear them during future Dress-Down Days.  

If your child has PE on a scheduled Dress Down Day, he/she should bring appropriate footwear and 

attire to change into for PE. 

 

If your child is found to be non-compliant with the Dress-Down Day dress code, the following will be 

enforced: 

- First Instance: The teacher will remind the child of the dress code and a note will be sent 

home. Additionally, if it is a t-shirt with a violent/offensive image or derogatory language the 

child will be asked to wear the t-shirt on the inside out. 

- Second Instance: Parents will be called and asked to bring item(s) required for the child to be 

in compliance with the dress code. 

- Third Instance: Child will lose dress down day privileges for the following month. 

Montessori By The Sea Policy on Accessories, Hair & Make-Up: 

 

Accessories: 

• Earrings: One pair of studs or small hoops may be worn. 

• Necklaces: One only, proportionate to child’s size. 

• Bracelets: No more than two on each arm, includes anything worn on wrist. 

• Rings: No more than two that are not protruding. 

• Anklets: One permitted. 

• Watches: Allowed. 

Please be mindful of the following when making your decision regarding jewelry. Our policy states the 

maximum allowed but your decision should be based on your child’s particular stage of 

development. Some children may not be ready for the responsibility of jewelry and that should guide 

your final choices. Additionally, it is important to note that all jewelry items pose some degree of a 

hazard especially during outside play. If you permit your child to wear jewelry (within the guidelines 

above) you should know that the school will not accept responsibility for any lost or missing items. 

Jewelry should not be worn on days that students have PE (with the exception of stud earrings).  

 

Montessori By The Sea reserves the right to request that a child remove any jewelry that proves to be 

a distraction. The child may also be asked not to bring this item back to school. 

 

Hats, sunglasses and hoods should not be worn inside the classroom. 

 

Hair: 

For all students, hair must be clean, well-groomed, out of the eyes and should not cause distraction. 

On PE days, students with longer hair should have it pulled back, and out of their faces. 

 

Make-Up: 

Students are not permitted to wear make-up to school. Chapstick and clear lip gloss are permissible. 

 

Hats: 

It is mandatory that your child has a hat that is kept at school.  In the tropics, UV rays can be 

extremely damaging to a child’s tender skin, even on cloudy days.  Hats provide the added 

protection necessary. 


